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Abstract: This study examines the characteristics of new particle formation at a forest site
in southeastern US. Particle size distributions above a Loblolly pine plantation were
measured between November 2005 and September 2007 and analyzed by event type and
frequency, as well as in relation to meteorological and atmospheric chemical conditions.
Nucleation events occurred on 69% of classifiable observation days. Nucleation frequency
was highest in spring. The highest daily nucleation (class A and B events) frequency
(81%) was observed in April. The average total particle number concentration on
nucleation days was 8,684 cm−3 (10 < Dp < 250 nm) and 3,991 cm−3 (10 < Dp < 25 nm)
with a mode diameter of 28 nm with corresponding values on non-nucleation days of
2,143 cm−3, 655 cm−3, and 44.5 nm, respectively. The annual average growth rate during
nucleation events was 2.7 ± 0.3 nm·h−1. Higher growth rates were observed during summer
months with highest rates observed in May (5.0 ± 3.6 nm·h−1). Winter months were
associated with lower growth rates, the lowest occurring in February (1.2 ± 2.2 nm·h−1).
Consistent with other studies, nucleation events were more likely to occur on days with
higher radiative flux and lower relative humidity compared to non-nucleation days. The
daily minimum in the condensation sink, which typically occurred 2 to 3 h after sunrise,
was a good indicator of the timing of nucleation onset. The intensity of the event, indicated
by the total particle number concentration, was well correlated with photo-synthetically
active radiation, used here as a surrogate for total global radiation, and relative humidity.
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Even though the role of biogenic VOC in the initial nuclei formation is not understood
from this study, the relationships with chemical precursors and secondary aerosol products
associated with nucleation, coupled with diurnal boundary layer dynamics and seasonal
meteorological patterns, suggest that H2SO4 and biogenic VOC play a role in nucleated
particle growth at this site.
Keywords: nucleation; particle size distribution; SMPS; DMA; CPC; nucleation
frequency; biogenic VOC; condensation sink; PAR; growth rate

1. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols contribute to acid rain, impair visibility, and alter the earth’s radiation budget.
Radiative effects can be direct by scattering incoming solar radiation and absorbing outgoing
long-wave radiation, or they can be indirect by acting as cloud condensation nuclei to modify cloud
micro-physical properties [1]. However, large uncertainties in the understanding of aerosol formation
mechanisms and the estimation of their effects on global climate persist [2]. Aerosols can either be
directly emitted (primary) from natural and anthropogenic sources, or formed from gas phase
precursors (secondary). Aerosol production mechanisms, number concentrations, and chemical
composition are highly dependent on geographical location, air mass origin, source type, meteorology,
and atmospheric chemistry.
Nucleation is the process of forming dispersed nuclei from the homogeneous phase under super
saturation of vapor. It may produce very high concentrations of particles with diameters < 10 nm [3].
Nucleation involves the formation of initial nuclei and their growth through condensation and/or
coagulation. A number of different nucleation mechanisms have been proposed [4,5], including binary
water-sulfuric acid nucleation, ternary water-sulfuric acid-ammonia nucleation, ion-induced nucleation [6],
and nucleation enhanced by organic acids [7]. Depending on the prevailing chemical and
meteorological conditions, newly formed particles may grow to larger sizes by condensation. Primary
emission, nucleation, and subsequent growth of pre-existing particles by condensation and coagulation
are responsible for maintaining atmospheric aerosol concentrations and size distributions [8].
Spatio-temporally resolved measurements of aerosol size distributions are essential for understanding
the chemical and meteorological conditions leading to nucleation. Kulmala et al. [9,10] summarized
nucleation studies spanning a broad range of geographical locations and ambient conditions.
Nucleation events have been observed both in rural and urban environments [8,11–13]. Boy et al. [14],
Gerrit et al. [15], and O’Dowd et al. [16] observed that new particle formation in coastal environments
was positively correlated with heat flux and negatively correlated with RH or water vapor flux. In a
recent study by Place et al. [17], nucleation events were associated with strong solar irradiance and
boundary layer growth rate; and were driven either by anthropogenic activities or by a chemical
species whose emission rates are similar to that of terpenes. Though the condensation of sulfuric acid
(H2SO4) could explain only a small fraction of the aerosol growth rate, sulfur dioxide (SO2) is
considered an important nucleation precursor [18]. Relatively few studies have investigated particle
nucleation in southeastern US [18–21], particularly over extended periods of time sufficient to
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examine seasonal variability. New particle formation was frequently observed in dryer air with low
background aerosols [19]. Kulmala et al. [9] observed nucleation events even in polluted environments
if the ratio between precursor gases and pre-existing aerosols are higher. The vertical variation of
aerosol particle size distributions shows nucleation primarily occurred above the canopy at a rural
forested site in southern Indiana [22]. This study also shows a significant association between
nucleation mode particles and local meteorological conditions at the Indiana Forest site.
To better understand the frequency and characteristics of particle formation events in southeastern
US, particle size distributions were measured above a Loblolly Pine canopy at Duke Forest, near
Chapel Hill, NC, USA, between November 2005 and September 2007. This study identifies the
nucleation events and investigates the corresponding physical properties (total number concentration,
condensation sink, and particle growth rates), chemical properties, and the meteorological conditions
favorable for nucleation.
2. Experimental
2.1. Site Description
Particle size distribution, total particle number concentration, chemical, and meteorological
measurements were conducted at Duke Forest, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Duke Forest (35.98°N,
79.09°W), considered a suburban forest site, is surrounded by the cities of Chapel Hill (7 km to the
south–southeast), Durham (17 km to the east–northeast), Raleigh (40 km to the southeast), and
Burlington (33 km to the west–northwest). Interstate 40 passes approximately 2.4 km northeast of the
site. A detailed description of the site is provided by Geron [23]. Measurements were conducted over a
Loblolly pine plantation with an approximate tree height of 18 m.
2.2. Measurements
The particle size distribution measurements were conducted using a Scanning Mobility Particle
Sizer (SMPS, TSI, Shoreview, MN, USA) consisting of a TSI series 3080 Electrostatic Classifier with
a 3081 Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA), and a 3010 Condensation Particle Counter (CPC). A
TSI Model 3025 CPC was used for a brief period early in the study. The instrument was operated at
sheath and aerosol air flow rates of 10 and 1 Lpm, respectively, with a 0.0457 cm impactor inlet,
establishing an effective particle size range of 7 to 305 nm (Dp). The quantitative analysis of this study
included the size range 10 nm–250 nm. Multiple charge and diffusion loss corrections were applied
using the TSI AIM software [24]. The scanning routine was configured to yield 30-min average
concentrations and size distributions. After accounting for periods of instrument malfunction and
maintenance activities, a total of 364 observation days were available for analysis during the period
November 2005–September 2007.
Prior to December 2006, particles were sampled from above the canopy (25 m above ground) by
drawing air through 3/8" O.D. copper tubing at a flow rate of 30 Lpm into the climate controlled
shelter in which the instruments were housed. Tubing was thermally insulated inside the shelter to
avoid condensation. The potential for particle loss during transport through the copper tubing was
tested by examining transmission of NaCl particles through a 10-m section of tubing oriented in the
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same configuration as the field system. Test results indicated negligible particle loss at the flow rates
and tubing lengths employed in the field for particle sizes on the order of 30–50 nm Dp. Because
sufficient concentrations of smaller particles could not be generated during loss tests, potential
diffusional loss of 10-nm particles was estimated as described by von der Weiden et al. [25] for
turbulent flow. For the 3/8" O.D. tubing as configured in the field, losses of 10 nm particles may have
been on the order of 25%–30%. Data were not corrected for this potential artifact. To accommodate
additional measurements at the site, the above-canopy sampling system was changed to a 6" O.D. PVC
pipe through which air was drawn to the shelter at a flow rate of 500 Lpm. Particle losses for this
sampling configuration, also estimated using the approach of von der Weiden et al. [25], are negligible
for the range of particle sizes investigated (i.e., 10–250 nm). Particle residence times in the low- and
high-flow sampling configurations were ~3 and 40 s, respectively, with corresponding Reynold’s
numbers of 5,300 and 5,000.
Duke Forest meteorological data compiled from Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and Free-Air
Carbon Enrichment (FACE) datasets include 30-min average above-canopy air temperature (°C,
Model HMP45C, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT, USA), relative humidity (RH, Model HMP45C),
wind speed (m·s−1, Model 100075, Climatronics, Bohemia, NY, USA) wind direction (deg, Model
100076, Climatronics, Bohemia, NY, USA), precipitation (mm, Model TE525, Campbell Scientific,
Logan, UT, USA), and Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR, millimol m−2·s−1, Model LI-190SA,
LI-COR Environmental, Lincoln, NE, USA). Trace gas concentrations measured from July 2006 to
September 2007 include nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2) (TEI Model 42S,
Thermo Environmental Instruments, Inc., Franklin, MA, USA), ozone (O3) (TEI Model 49C), and SO2
(TEI Model 43C). Instruments were housed in a climate-controlled enclosure and sampled from above
the pine canopy through a 1" O.D. Teflon tubing at a flow rate of 30 L·min−1. Data were recorded as
30-min averages. Mass concentrations (µg/m3) of optically corrected Organic Carbon (OC) and
Elemental Carbon (EC) [23] measured at the site from November 2005 to September 2007 were also
included in our analysis.
2.3. Detection and Classification of Nucleation Events
The observation days are categorized into nucleation event classes based on 2D size distribution
plots. For this study, we adopted the nucleation event classification scheme by Dal Maso et al. [26],
Boy et al. [27], and Pryor et al. [22,28]. The particle number concentration for each size bins (Ni) and
for each observation days were plotted as a function of particle diameter and time. The periods of
increasing Ni were assessed to identify potential nucleation event classes A, B, C, or to categorize the
day as non-nucleation (non-event) day. The event classes that are interrupted or that do not fit into the
aforementioned categories are identified as unclassified events and are excluded from further analysis.
The typical size distribution behavior for each of these event classes are shown in Figure 1.
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Figuree 1. Examples of aerossol size distrributions fo
or A (top left), B (top right), C (b
bottom
left), and
a non-nuccleation (boottom rightt) event claasses are shhown along with total particle
p
numbeer concentraation (whitee) and nucleeation modee particle nuumber conceentration (cy
yan).

Class A: Increased concentratio
c
ons of nucleation mod
de (NM) parrticles (Dp ≤ 25 nm) arre found annd
w
d and uninteerrupted gro
owth to abouut 100 nm oor greater.
thhese particlles exhibit well-defined
Class B: Increased NM particlle concentrations are observed
o
annd followedd by particle growth to
t
a
about
100 nm;
n howeveer, the higheest concenttrations of new
n
particlees are founnd not at thee lowest sizze
b
bins
of NM, but at diaameters greaater than 100 nm. Such
h a growth pattern
p
indiicates the occurrence
o
o
of
n
nucleation
u
upwind
of thhe site folloowed by trannsport of NM
N particless larger thann 10 nm and
d subsequennt
loocal growthh due to condensatio
c
on of vaporrs to less volatile
v
forrms. On soome days, these evennts
e
exhibited
fluuctuations inn growth raate.
Class C: Increased NM
N particlees at lower size bins with
w conseqquent particcle growth that
t
does noot
e
exceed
geneerally 40 nm
m. This eveent class waas observed
d frequentlyy with a disscontinuouss growth ratte
a is not inncluded in thhe quantitattive analysiss of particlee growth ratte and Conddensation Siink.
and
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Non-Nucleation: Observation days with particle size distributions devoid of increased NM
concentration and their subsequent growth to larger particles.
Unclassified: Days that do not fit into the described event classes or that had an interrupted size
distribution data due to inclement weather or instrument outage or for which the growth rates are
extremely fluctuating.
2.4. Condensation Sink (CS) and Growth Rate
The condensation sink (CS) quantifies the loss rate of molecules in the entire size spectrum due to
condensation of condensable vapors on pre-existing aerosols [29,30]. It is calculated as the integration
of condensational loss of condensable vapors onto existing aerosols and is dependent on the molecular
properties such as vapor phase diffusion and mean free path. The CS (cm−2) is calculated as follows:
(1)
where is the transitional correction factor [31,32],
is the mid-point diameter, and
is the
number distribution of particles corresponding to different size classes with mid-point diameter
between the size range 10 nm and 250 nm. The accommodation coefficient of unity was used to
calculate .
Since we use 10 nm to 250 nm diameter range for quantitative analysis, the calculated value is an
underestimation of the actual , though the contribution of particles with sizes outside the measured
range is expected to be relatively small.
Growth rate indicates size changes of nucleated particles over time. A log-normal fit is applied to
the data to identify the peaks in each size distribution. GR in nm·h−1 was calculated from the difference
between midpoint diameters corresponding to the peaks in particle number concentration for each
) by dividing it with the corresponding difference in time (∆ .
instant of time (∆
GR

∆
∆

(2)

Particle growth rate is a function of the condensable vapor concentration and the CS. GR increases
significantly when the condensable vapor concentration is large and the CS is low [9].
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Summary Statistics
Nucleation events were observed on approximately 69% (273 days) of days for days with complete
measurements. The observed nucleation frequency at Duke Forest was significantly higher compared
to that observed at forested areas elsewhere. From the total valid observations, 46% of the days at a
mixed deciduous forest in southern Indiana [22], 35% of the days at a deciduous forest in central
Virginia [19], 45% of the days [26] at a boreal forest in Hyytyala in Finland, and 53% of the days [11]
at a forested site near Pittsburg, PA exhibited new particle formation characteristics. Month-to-month
comparisons of event statistics are difficult as the total number of valid observation days in each month
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(labeled in Figure
F
2) vaaried greatlly, ranging from four days
d
for Maay and Septtember 200
07 to 31 dayys
f July 20006. No days
for
d
in Occtober had nucleation
n. Howeveer, the eveent classes show cleaar
s
seasonal
signnatures.
Figuree 2. The freequency of nucleation event classes A, B, annd C identiffied in each month
is shoown normallized with the total number
n
of classifiable observatiion days for
fo that
particuular monthh from Noovember 20005 to Seeptember 2007.
2
The total num
mber of
observvation days for each moonth is labelled in the grraph.

The freqquency of class A events
e
is highest
h
duriing spring (April–Maay) and lo
owest durinng
m
mid-summer
r to mid-falll. This patteern is consistent with the
t observattions of Pryyor et al. [22
2] in Indiana.
N class A events werre observedd in August.. No, or a significantly
No
s
y lower num
mber of, class B evennts
w
were
observved from miid-winter too mid-springg. Class C events
e
weree frequentlyy observed from
f
late faall
thhrough the early winteer months. At Duke Forest,
F
we observed
o
the highest nnucleation frequency
fr
foor
e
event
class C (33%). Cllasses A annd B event days
d
total 14
44 (36%), of
o which 121 events aree selected foor
fu
further
detaiiled analysis based on the
t growth pattern and
d growth ratte. For quanntitative anaalysis, classees
A and B toggether accouunt for abouut 36% of thhe valid observation days of whicch the contrribution from
m
c
class
A evennts were abbout 26%. This
T is simillar to the ob
bservations at Morgan--Monroe Sttate Forest in
i
s
southern
Inddiana [22], where A and
a B eventts together accounted for about 332% of totaal classifiablle
o
observation
days.
In May and
a Augustt, the nucleaation events were morre frequent in the earlyy morningss, whereas in
i
w
winter
montths (e.g., Deecember), thhe onset of nucleation was observved even in tthe afternoo
on, with lateer
n
nucleation
e
events
beinng in Decem
mber. The earliest nu
ucleation onnset was oobserved du
uring Auguust
(~6:00 am) and, on aveerage, in sum
mmer montths, the onset of nucleaation occurrred in the eaarly morninng
(~7:30 am); however, during
d
winter months, the onset of nucleationn occurred llater in the day with thhe
a ~2:00 pm
m. The averraged total fine particle number cconcentratio
on (Figure 3)
3
laatest being observed at
v
varied
greatlly between seasons.
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Figuree 3. The moonthly meann total numbber concentrration of nuucleation moode and finee mode
particlles are plottted along with the mode
m
diameter for nuucleation annd non-nuccleation
−
eventss. The montthly mean condensation
c
n sink (cm−2
) is also laabeled on thhe top of eaach bar.
The loower panel is
i the monthhly means for
fo all the ob
bservation days.
d

ws a distincct seasonal pattern.
p
Thee average mode diameteer
The montthly averaged mode diaameter show
o nucleation days (29 nm)
on
n was siggnificantly loower than th
hat on non-nnucleation ddays (42 nm
m). In generaal,
w observedd larger moode diameteers in summ
we
mer months.. This may be due to iincreased av
vailability of
o
c
condensable
e vapors in the atmospphere whichh favor particle growthh by condennsation and coagulationn.
M
Monthly
meeans of partticle numbeer concentration, modee diameterss etc. are shhown in low
wer panel of
o
F
Figure
3. Fiigure 4(a) provides
p
thee grand aveerage of the hourly mean
m
total nnumber conccentration of
o
p
particles
witth diameterrs 10 nm ≤ Dp ≤ 25 nm,
n and 10
0 nm ≤ Dp ≤ 250 nm. Figure 4(b
b) shows thhe
−2
c
correspondin
ng diurnal profile of condensatiion sink (ccm ) and growth ratte averaged
d for all thhe
o
observed
nuucleation days.
d
The particle
p
num
mber conceentration peeak is obseerved at ap
pproximatelly
1
1:30
pm. Thhe grand average
a
tottal particle number concentratio
c
on on nucleeation even
nt days waas
−3
−3
8
8,684
cm (10
( nm ≤ Dp ≤ 250 nm
m) and 3,9911 cm for th
he size rangge 10 nm ≤ Dp ≤ 25 nm
m with a 45%
%
c
contribution
n from NM particles. The
T geomettric mean diameter
d
annd mode diaameter weree 35 nm annd
2 nm, respeectively. Onn non-nucleeation days,, the contrib
28
bution from NM particlles was 30%
% of the total
−3
−
n
number
conncentration and the vaalues were 2,143 cm (10 nm ≤ Dp ≤ 2250 nm) an
nd 655 cm−3
(10 nm ≤ Dp ≤ 25 nm). Both the geometric
g
m
mean
(49.6 nm)
n and moode (44.5 nm
m) diameterrs showed an
a
inncrease of about
a
15 nm
m on non-nuucleation daays compareed to nucleaation days.
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Figuree 4. Diurnaal profiles of
o nucleatioon day (a) nucleation
n
m
mode
and ffine mode particle
p
numbeer concentrattion, (b) parrticle growthh rates and condensation
c
n sink, (c) N
NM particle number
n
concenntration andd concentratiion of SO2, and (d) thee relationshhip between condensatio
on sink
and tottal particle number
n
conccentration during
d
nucleaation. Diurnnal profile daata points reepresent
hourlyy averages foor all nucleattion days.

Condensaation sink quantifies
q
thhe strength of
o condensaation processses occurrinng during th
he nucleatioon
e
event
and is
i a functioon of the particle
p
sizze distributiion. The hoourly averaaged condeensation sinnk
tyypically reaaches a minnimum at arround 7:00 am and sho
ows a contiinuous increease as the total particlle
c
concentratio
on evolves. This is duee to the conntribution of
o newly forrmed particcles to the condensatio
c
on
s
sink.
It is evvident from
m Figure 4(aa,b) that thee daily miniimum of CS
S is a good indicator of
o the time of
o
o
onset
of the new particcle formatioon. This obsservation iss consistent with the fiindings duriing BIOFOR
c
campaign
[229]. No succh behaviorr for the coondensation
n sink was observed fo
for non-nuclleation dayys.
F
Furthermore
e, while the daily minim
mum CS was
w a good indicator off the timing of nucleation onset, thhe
s
strength
of the
t event, inndicated byy the total paarticle conccentration, was
w positiveely correlateed with dailly
m
minimum
CS (Figure 4(d)).
4
On the other hannd, daily aveeraged CS values
v
weree not good predictors
p
foor
n
nucleation
e
events.
In fact, during our anallysis, the nucleation
n
d
days
were associated with higheer
−2
c
condensation
n sink (0.0009 cm ) coompared to non-nucleaation days (0.0064
(
cm−−2). This deemonstrates a
s
strong
contribution of new
n particlee formation events to th
he aerosol CS.
C
Evolutionn of the paarticle size distributionn (dN/dlogD
Dp) during a typical nnucleation event
e
day on
o
4 March 20006 is shownn in Figure 5(a).
5
The tootal number concentratiions of nuclleation mod
de (cyan) annd
f
fine
(white) particles arre shown onn a log scalle on the seecondary vertical axis. There is no
o evidence of
o
p
plume
impact from local sources on
o the seleccted nucleattion day. Nucleation
N
sttarted at ~10:00 am annd
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ccontinued unntil 15:30 pm. The evoolution of thhe total num
mber concenttration and pparticle sizee distributioon
w time during
with
d
the nucleation
n
e
event
is shoown respecttively in Fiigure 5(b,c). In the firrst phase, thhe
p
particle
num
mber concenttration, as well
w as particle peak diaameter, incrreases, thereeby indicatin
ng nucleatioon
a subsequuent growthh. After ~155:30 pm, thee particle nu
and
umber conccentration bbegins to deecrease while
p
peak
diameeter increasses, thus inndicating thhe growth of newly formed paarticles maiinly througgh
c
condensation
n. The averrage growthh rate (Tabble 1) durin
ng this nuclleation evennt was calcculated to be
b
2 ± 0.9 nm
2.7
m/h based onn the peak diameter
d
forr each time interval.
Figuree 5. (a) Evvolution of particle sizze distributiion on a daay with nuccleation (4 March
2006) with dotteed lines reepresenting total partiicle number concentraation (whitte) and
nucleaation modee particle number concentratio
c
on (cyan), (b) correesponding hourly
distribbution of tottal number concentratiion and con
ndensation sink,
s
and (cc) evolution
n of the
−3
correspponding sizze distribution dN/dloggDp (cm ) as a functtion of diam
meter midpoint of
each size channell.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Table 1. Total number concentrations of fine mode (N) and nucleation mode (N25)
particles, peak diameter (Dpeak), condensation sink (CS), and particle growth rate (GR)
during the 4 March 2006 nucleation event.
Time

N (cm−3)
(10 ≤ Dp ≤ 250 nm)

N25 (cm−3)
(10 ≤ Dp ≤ 25 nm)

CS
(cm−2)

Dpeak
(nm)

GR
(nm·h−1)

9:00 am
11:00 am
13:00 pm
15:00 pm

2,530
10,522
19,964
20,307

1,559
9,462
19,128
18,975

0.0034
0.0041
0.0058
0.0078

8.82
9.14
15.70
18.80

1.60
3.28
3.10

The hourly average growth rate (GR) (Figure 4(b)) illustrates diurnal patterns in the rate of change
of nucleation mode particle size and is dependent on the condensable vapor concentration and the
number concentration of pre-existing particles that act as CS. Growth rate begins to increase with the
onset of nucleation and generally reaches its peak 4 to 5 h later due to increasing photochemistry.
However, there is about an hour delay (Figure 4(a,b)) between the nucleation onset and increase in GR.
The similar time lag (Figure 4(c)) observed between NM particle concentration and concentration of
SO2 indicates condensational growth. This temporal lag may be due to the two stages in
nucleation—the formation of new particles, and their growth through condensation to detectable larger
sizes. Sihto et al. [33] observed a 1.4-h time lag between the number concentration of 3–6 nm particles
and sulfuric acid concentration. Not all nucleation events lead to new particle formation. If the
nucleated species can survive against condensation and coagulation loss to pre-existing particles, and if
condensable vapors are available for condensation onto nucleated species, new particle formation
may occur [34].
The typical growth rates observed at continental sites are between 1 and 20 nm/h [9]. The grand
average growth rate during nucleation events was 2.7 ± 0.3 nm/h. The observed average growth rates are
consistent with the range of the growth rates reported by Pryor et al. [22] (2.5 nm/h), and Place et al. [17]
(2.7 nm/h).The particle growth rate at the Duke Forest site exhibits seasonal variability. The monthly
average growth rate (Figure 6) was at its maximum during late spring and the early summer months, with
the highest growth rate being in May (5.0 ± 3.6 nm/h) followed by June (4.1 ± 3.9 nm/h), and the minimum
growth rate occurring during the winter months, with the lowest being in February (1.2 ± 2.2 nm/h). This
observed seasonality is consistent with Qian et al. [35] (6.7 ± 4.8 nm/h for summer and 1.8 ± 1.9 nm/h for
winter). Higher growth rates in summer months may be due to the higher oxidizing capacity of the
atmosphere and subsequent oxidation rates of precursors, such as SO2, and other compounds, such as
biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOC), that exhibit temperature or physiologically dependent
(e.g., bud break or needle expansion) emission rates.
The particle growth rate depends on the availability of condensable vapor concentration and the
new particle formation is observed when freshly nucleated particles can grow fast enough to be
detected without being scavenged onto pre-existing aerosols. The condensable vapor species are
produced from their precursor gases through oxidation by ozone, and hydroxyl (OH), and/or nitrate
(NO3) radicals [9]. The concentration of these condensable vapor species depends on the concentration
ratio between precursor gases and pre-existing aerosols [9].
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Figuree 6. Monthlly mean parrticle growtth rate (nm//h) averagedd for all nuccleation eveents for
the corrrespondingg month aloong with thee standard errror is show
wn.

3 Relationn to Meteorrology
3.2.
Previous studies havve shown thhat nucleation is more likely to occcur on dayys with low
w or no clouud
c
cover
[17,366] and loweer humidityy [33,37], reelative to daays on whicch nucleatioon is not ob
bserved. Thhe
liink to solarr radiation may
m reflect a dependennce of nucleation on OH
O concentration, whicch drives thhe
p
production
o low vapoor pressure gas phase [38]
of
[
and ion
nic [6] precursors requuired for nuccleation. Thhe
o
onset
of nuccleation is often
o
observved in the mid
m to late morning, coincident
c
w
with the breeak-up of thhe
n
nocturnal
booundary layyer and dow
wnward mixxing of nuclleation preccursors from
m aloft [11,2
22], which is
m
more
vigoroous on days with high radiative
r
fluux (i.e., clou
udless days)). The relatiionship betw
ween relativve
h
humidity
annd nucleatioon may refllect the rolee of water vapor
v
in thhe characterristics of biogenic VOC
o
oxidation
annd subsequeent productiion of low vapor
v
presssure nucleattion precurssors [39,40]] or simply a
p
pattern
of loower relativve humidity on cloudleess days [22
2]. Hamed et
e al. [41] rrecently sho
owed that thhe
innverse relattionship beetween nuclleation and relative hu
umidity is primarily
p
ddue to less intense solaar
r
radiation
at high relativve humidityy, which lim
mits the pho
otochemicall productionn of H2SO4 and organic
n
nucleation
p
precursors.
At Duke Forest, oveerall lower average rellative humidity (43%) was observved on nuclleation evennt
d
days
compaared to (666%) non-evvent days, a pattern th
hat was also observeed in month
hly averagees
(Figure 7). Consistent with other studies, nuucleation ev
vents were more
m
likelyy to occur on
o days witth
loower relativve humidityy. The role of
o humidityy with respecct to the inttensity of nuucleation, which
w
may be
b
q
quantified
as the total particle
p
num
mber concenntration duriing nucleatiion events, is also of in
nterest. Total
p
particle
num
mber concenntration wass found to be
b inversely
y correlatedd with relattive humiditty for all thhe
teemporally coincident
c
d
data
points,, for the daaily mean values,
v
and for the dayytime daily mean valuees
(Figure 8(a)), while no correlationn was observved on non--event days. At high reelative humidity, growtth
o pre-existiing particles by condensation mayy further in
of
ncrease the CS and thuus tends to prevent new
w
p
particle
form
mation.
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A
Figuree 7. The graand averagee monthly mean
m
daytim
me temperatture and rellative humid
dity for
nucleaation days annd non-nuccleation days.

Figuree 8. Correllation of nucleation
n
m
mode
particcles with (aa) relative humidity, (b) air
temperrature, (c) PAR,
P
(d) SO
O2. Data poinnts represen
nt averages between
b
7:000 am and 1:00 pm
(approoximately 1 hour priorr to nucleatiion onset until
u
the peaak in numbber concentrration),
(e) diuurnal profilees of PAR,, nucleationn mode parrticle numbber concentrration, and (f) air
temperrature and condensatio
c
on sink. Dataa represent hourly averrages of all nucleation events.
The errror bars aree standard deeviation of that
t particullar hour dataa during all nucleation events.
e

8
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Fiigure 8. Co
ont.

c
w air tem
with
mperature on
o nucleatioon
Total parrticle numbber concentrration was positively correlated
d
days
(Figuree 8(b)). Thiis pattern iss expected, given the inverse relattionship bettween relattive humiditty
a temperaature and theerefore does not necesssarily indicaate a mechaanistic linkaage. Howeveer, emissionns
and
o biogenic VOC, whicch may playy a role in nuucleation, are
of
a also posiitively correelated with temperaturre.
T
This
potenttial linkagee is discusssed in moore detail in the folllowing section. Partticle numbeer
c
concentratio
on is positivvely correlaated with PAR
P
(Figure 8(c)). Ass mentionedd above, the correlatioon
b
between
nuccleation inteensity and raadiative fluux may indiccate the impportance of OH concen
ntration in thhe
f
formation
off nucleationn precursorss or may sim
mply be ind
dicative of days
d
characcterized by more intensse
d
downward
m
mixing
durinng the mornning boundaary layer traansition andd lower relattive humiditty.
The nucleeation day condensatio
c
on sink typiically reached its daily minimum aat or beforee the onset of
o
n
nucleation
f
followed
by an increasee over the course
c
of th
he event. In Figure 8(e,f), the diurn
nal profile of
o
P
PAR
is plotted along with
w nucleattion mode particle
p
con
ncentration and
a shows tthe time lag
gged relatioon
b
between
thee diurnal tem
mperature profile
p
and condensation sink. Thhe daily miinimum in condensatio
c
on
s
sink
and air temperaturre occur witthin 30 minn of each otther. Howevver, there exxists a timee lag of morre
thhan a couplle of hours between thhe continuouus increase of these tw
wo parameteers. This lag
g may be duue
too the time required
r
forr sufficient productionn of OH and
d subsequennt nucleatioon of precurrsors such as
a
H2SO4 afterr sunrise orr downwardd mixing off existing prrecursors frrom above the nocturn
nal boundarry
2
laayer. Condeensation sinnk was positively correelated with PAR
P
(R = 0.14) and ttemperaturee (R2 = 0.133),
thhough the strength off the correlaations was weak. No significant
s
relationshipp between condensatio
c
on
s
sink
and reelative hum
midity was observed. Non-nucleeation dayss are assocciated with an averagge
p
precipitation
n of 0.197 mm, whereeas the aveerage precip
pitation on nucleation days was 0.0016 mm
m.
W
When
precippitation occcurred on nucleation
n
days, it waas typically after the oonset of nu
ucleation annd
laasted only for a short period. Nuucleation annd non-nuclleation dayss show no ssignificant difference in
i
w
wind
speed and
a directioon.
3 Relationn to Chemisstry
3.3.
The relattionships between
b
nuucleation evvents and concentratio
c
ons of tracce gases an
nd PM werre
e
examined
inn an effort too characteriize the chem
mical condittions that faavor particlee nucleation
n and growthh.
F
Figure
9 shoows the diuurnal variatiion of total nucleation mode and fine particlle number concentratio
c
on
v
versus
O3, SO
S 2, NOx, and
a NO both for nucleeation and non-nucleaation days. T
The bi-mod
dal profile of
o
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NOx is inddicative of mobile em
N
missions duuring morniing and evvening rushh hour. Meeteorological
d
differences
b
between
nucleation dayys (lower teemperature, higher RH,, etc.) and nnon-nucleatiion days maay
b responsibble for the differences
be
d
in the diurnnal structurre of NOx on
o these dayys. NO peak
ks during thhe
m
morning
rush hour while
w
O3 cooncentrationns are still insufficiennt for signnificant NO
O2 formationn.
A coincidennt bimodall pattern inn particle number co
oncentrationn, indicativve of ultraafine particle
e
emissions
fr
from
mobilee sources, is
i not eviddent. Howev
ver, ultrafinne particle emissions from mobile
s
sources
mayy not be exppected to significantly affect partiicle numberr concentrattions at the Duke Foreest
s
site.
Emissioons of ultraafine particlles from ligght-duty veh
hicles are much
m
lower than NO em
missions annd
d
decrease
expponentially with distannce away froom the poin
nt of emissiions. Haglerr et al. [42] conducted a
s
study
along a major roaadway in neearby Raleiggh, NC in which
w
concenntrations off NO, NO2, and ultrafinne
p
particles
(100–70 nm) were
w
measurred 20 m from
fr
the roaadway and at increasinng distances downwindd.
V good correlation
Very
c
b
between
NO
O and ultrafinne particle number
n
conccentrations (UFP) was observed att a
−3
d
distance
of 20
2 m, with regression
r
sllopes indicaating a UFP (#/cm )/N
NO(ppb) conncentration ratio
r
of ≈2300.
U
Using
this raatio, the moorning and evening
e
peaaks in NO and
a NOx shhown in Figgure 9 would
d translate to
t
s
small
increaases in partiicle numberr concentrattion and wo
ould be diffiicult to resoolve within the temporal
v
variability
d
displayed
byy the particlle number concentratio
c
ons. A studyy by Geron 2009 [23] observed
o
that
d
diesel
trafficc from major roads noortheast of the site is partly respoonsible for a late morn
ning peak in
i
e
elemental
c
carbon
duriing spring and summ
mer weekdaays. A coiincident peeak in partticle numbeer
c
concentratio
on is not diiscernible inn the averaage diurnal profiles off nucleationn versus no
on-nucleatioon
d
days
(Figuree 9). We connclude that it is not possible to cleearly identiffy an effectt of mobile emissions on
o
p
particle
num
mber concenntrations (<2250 nm) at this
t site.
Figuree 9. The diurnal
d
variation of nuumber conccentration and
a atmosppheric gas species
s
averagged for all thhe nucleatioon event dayys with coin
ncident chem
mistry data..

SO2 conccentrations display a distinct
d
peaak between 8:00 and 10:00 am oon nucleatiion days annd
h
higher
concentrations relative
r
to non-nucleat
n
tion days. This
T
patternn of increassing SO2 co
oncentrationns
a
after
sunrisee is consisteent with doownward mixing of SO
O2 from alooft as the noocturnal bo
oundary layeer
b
breaks
downn. This period of increaasing SO2 concentratio
c
ons often cooincides witth the daily minimum in
i
c
condensation
n sink and onset of nuucleation, paarticularly during
d
warm
m months, w
which may be
b indicativve
o H2SO4-m
of
mediated nuccleation. Hyydroxyl raddical (OH) concentrations were nnot measureed during thhe
s
study.
Howeever, OH cooncentrationns would be
b expected to increasee rapidly affter sunrise on cloudlesss
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ddays when nucleation events werre most frequently obsserved. Thee formationn and grow
wth of H2SO
O4
w
would
be exxpected to lag slightly behind the increase in OH [43] annd SO2. Whhen hourly averaged foor
a the nucleeation eventts (Figure 8(d)), from approximate
all
a
ely 1 h priorr to the nuccleation onset (7:00 am
m),
u
until
the peaak in numbber concentrration (1:000 pm), theree exists a strong
s
posittive correlattion betweeen
n
nucleation
m
mode
particlles and SO2 in the initiaal couple off hours at thhe start of nuucleation; as
a the particle
n
number
conncentration increases,
i
thhe concentrration of SO
O2 decreasees. The factt that on no
on-nucleatioon
d
days
no suuch relationn exists beetween the two supp
ports our suggestion of increaseed precursoor
c
concentratio
ons on nucleeation days.
For partiicle growthh to proceedd followingg nucleation
n, sufficiennt concentraations of lo
ow volatilitty
c
condensable
e gases are required.
r
Inn less pollutted areas, biiogenic orgaanic compoounds may play
p
a role in
i
thhe formatioon [44] and growth [455] of new particles. To
o examine thhe potentiall role of org
ganics at thhis
s
site,
we exam
mined correelations betw
ween nucleation characcteristics annd organic ccarbon conccentrations in
i
P 2.5, as well
PM
w
as O3, a gas phaase precursor to secon
ndary organnic aerosoll. Condensaation sink is
p
positively
correlated with
w organicc carbon cooncentration
n (Figure 100) on nucleeation days (R2 = 0.244)
w
whereas
no correlationn is observeed on non-nnucleation days.
d
In adddition to thhe direct rolle of organic
s
species
in seecondary aeerosol form
mation, Zhanng et al. [7]] identified that the prresence of organic
o
acidds
a enhanceed sulfuric acid nucleaation. On daays in whicch nucleatioon occurred, high valuees of CS, thhe
also
r
rate
at whicch vapor molecules
m
coondense ontto existing particles, were
w
associiated with high
h
organic
c
carbon
conccentrations. Geron [46] showed thhat oxidatio
on productss of biogennic VOC (e..g., isoprene,
m
monoterpene
es, sesquiteerpenes) coontribute siggnificantly to organic carbon in PM at this forest site,
w
which
may partially
p
expplain the moderate
m
corrrelation obsserved betw
ween CS andd total organ
nic carbon in
i
P 2.5 on nuucleation dayys. While thhe predominance of nu
PM
ucleation evvents on dayys with high
h PAR likelly
r
reflects
a phhotochemicaal control, such
s
days would
w
also exhibit
e
highher emissionn rates of biiogenic VOC
r
relative
to loow PAR daays at simillar temperaature [47]. Furthermore
F
e, the higheest particle growth ratees
w
were
observved during warm monnths when VOC (mo
ono- and seesquiterpenee) emission
n rates from
m
v
vegetation
a this site arre highest [448].
at
Figuree 10. The correlation
c
between orrganic carbo
on and conndensation ssink on nuccleation
days and
a non-nuccleation dayys.

If biogennic VOC pllays a role in particle formation and growthh at this siite, as sugg
gested by thhe
r
relationship
between coondensationn sink and organic
o
carb
bon in PM,, a relationsship betweeen nucleatioon
c
characteristi
ics and attmospheric oxidative capacity may
m
also be expecteed. Based on in sittu
m
measuremen
nts collectedd during thhe Chemical Emission,, Loss, Trannsformationn, and Interractions witth
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Canopies (C
C
CELTIC) caampaign annd subsequeent longer term
t
measuurements off organic an
nd elemental
c
carbon,
the modeling results
r
from
m Geron [466] show thaat isoprene, monoterpenes, and seesquiterpenees
c
contribute
9
90%,
6%, annd 4% of seecondary orrganic aerosol at this site,
s
which dominates total organic
c
carbon
in PM
M2.5 duringg warm monnths [23]. Also
A
based on CELTIC
C measurem
ments, Strou
ud et al. [499]
c
concluded
thhat local isooprene oxiddation is dom
minated by OH, whereeas O3 and O
OH exert sim
milar controol
o
over
monoteerpene oxiddation, and sesquiterpeene oxidatiion is domiinated by O3. We fou
und moderatte
p
positive
corrrelation bettween the condensation
c
n sink and O3 concenttrations on nucleation days and no
n
c
correlation
on non-nuucleation daays (Figuree 11). This relationshhip suggessts that on days wheen
n
nucleation
o
occurred,
rappid and susstained partiicle growth was associiated with cconditions (i.e., high O3)
thhat favor the
t oxidatioon of gas phase orgaanic compo
ounds, a pattern that is consisteent with thhe
r
relationship
between CS
S and the cooncentrationn of organicc carbon in PM.
Figuree 11. Thee correlatioon betweenn condensaation sink with total particle number
n
concenntration andd O3 on nuclleation dayss.

4 Summaryy and Concclusions
4.
Particle size
s distribuutions were measured from
f
Novem
mber 2005 to Septembber 2007 at Duke Forest
n
near
Chapell Hill, Northh Carolina. Observations indicate that new particle form
mation is freequent in thhis
r
region,
occuurring on 699% of validd measurem
ment days, with
w classes A and B evvents occurrring on 36%
%
o valid dayys. Consistennt with otheer studies, nucleation
of
n
days
d
are gennerally assoociated with sparse or no
n
c
cloud
cover,, strong radiiative flux, lower relatiive humidity
y, and littlee or no preciipitation. Cllass A evennts
o
occurred
moost frequently in the sprring, a findiing that is also
a consisteent with othher studies in
n the US Thhe
h
highest
partiicle growthh rates weree also obserrved in the spring
s
whille the lowesst growth raates occurreed
d
during
winteer. We obseerved no siggnificant imppact of locaal traffic on nucleation event days.
On nucleeation days, SO2 conccentrations typically sh
howed a diistinct peakk between 8:00
8
am annd
1
10:00
am, coonsistent with
w downwaard mixing of SO2 from
m aloft as thhe nocturnaal boundary layer breakks
d
down.
This period of increasingg SO2 conccentrations often coinccides with the daily minimum in
i
c
condensation
n sink and onset of nuucleation, paarticularly during
d
warm
m months, w
which may be
b indicativve
o H2SO4-m
of
mediated nuucleation. On
O days inn which nu
ucleation occcurred, higgh values of CS werre
a
associated
w relativeely higher concentratio
with
c
ons of orgaanic carbonn in PM2.5, w
which may
y indicate thhe
p
participation
n of biogennic volatilee organic carbon
c
as precursors
p
i the grow
in
wth processs. While thhe
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predominance of nucleation events on days with high PAR likely reflects a photochemical control,
such days would also exhibit higher emission rates of biogenic VOC relative to low PAR days at a
similar temperature. The highest particle growth rates were observed during warm months when VOC
(mono- and sesquiterpene) emission rates from vegetation at this site are highest [48]. It is noteworthy
that Geron and Arnts [48] observed high monoterpene emission rates in the spring, which corresponds
to period of most frequent Class A nucleation events. We found moderate positive correlation between
the condensation sink and O3 concentrations on nucleation days, suggesting that on days when
nucleation occurred, rapid and sustained particle growth was associated with conditions (i.e., high O3)
that favor the oxidation of gas phase organic compounds. This pattern is consistent with the observed
relationship between CS and the concentration of organic carbon in PM.
The frequency, seasonal distribution, and relationships between nucleation events and meteorology
at short time scales are consistent with other studies in the US Relationships with chemical precursors
and secondary aerosol products associated with nucleation, coupled with diurnal boundary layer
dynamics and seasonal temperature trends, suggest that H2SO4 and biogenic VOC play a role in
nucleation at this site. However, without additional detailed measurements, isolation of the nucleation
mechanism is not possible, thus inviting further study. Data from this study provide a dataset for
testing of particle formation and dynamics in regional modeling tools such as the Community
Multi-scale Air Quality Model (CMAQ) and add to a growing understanding of the frequency,
intensity, and chemical and meteorological drivers of particle formation in southeastern US. Our
results may also be used to guide further studies aimed at characterizing the chemical characteristics of
nucleation, with a focus on H2SO4 and organic precursors.
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